
SmartLoader is TopBloc’s one-of-a-
kind acceleration technology. It
automates data processes, from
extraction to validation, to reduce
historically manual processes and
lessen the resourcing requirements
of Workday deployments.

At TopBloc, we pride ourselves
on our ability to drastically
reduce resourcing requirements,
enabling clients to remain
focused on their business while
they gain immediate value from
their new Workday platform. 

We developed SmartLoader to
eliminate inefficiencies, lessen
menial tasks, streamline manual
processes, and deliver
accelerated results. 

Our technology-driven approach
enables our consultants to
expedite deployment timelines
and pass meaningful savings back
to our clients. This means that
our customers see their Workday
solutions deployed faster with us
than they would with other
Workday consultants – and they
save money through investing in
a more efficient use of resources.

What is

LESS WORK, 
MORE WORKDAY

A TOOL FOR EFFICIENCY

SmartLoader makes migration to
Workday less resource-intensive by
leveraging technology to automate
what have historically been manual
processes for our clients.
Specifically, SmartLoader
streamlines the data extraction,
migration, verification, and import
processes inherent in Workday
deployments.

Faster Timelines: SmartLoader imports legacy data and organizes it into a
readable format that can be quickly reviewed, validated, and approved for
bulk import into Workday. Features such as automated workbook population
save your employees from hours of mundane copy-and-pasting, while preset
upload configurations containing TopBloc’s recommendation for best practice
setup guide your team through an optimized Workday deployment.

Less Risk: Because SmartLoader does the heavy lifting, you don’t have to
worry about human errors such as data being copied over incorrectly, typos,
or data duplication. SmartLoader even automates data validation to enable
quicker verification and review of workbooks. 

Fewer  Resourcing Requirements: With key capabilities including push-button
tenant migration, SmartLoader makes it easy to manage a transition to
Workday with minimal oversight. With SmartLoader, you’ll be able to focus
more attention on design decisions and optimizing unique solutions to best
suit your business.

SmartLoader enables clients to deploy their tailored Workday solutions more
efficiently without sacrificing quality, resulting in:
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